Abstract. In [4] and [5] we have investigated the following class of bounded linear operators on an infinite-dimensional complex Banach space X: $ g (X) = {T e C(X) : there is some S € C{X) such that
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let T e £{X).
( 
1) p(T) <1 < oo N(T) (1 T l (X)
=
if and only if p = p(T) = q(T). In this case we have X = N(T P ) © T P (X).
Proof.
(1) [2] , Satz 72.1.
(2) "=>•": From [2] , Satz 72.2, we see that there is a subspace Y of X with X = Y © T{X) and Y C N{T l ) .
It follows that X = N{T l ) + T{X).
"<=": If y € T'(X), then y = T'x, x £ X. There are u £ N(T l ) and v e T{X) with x = u + v. It foUows that y = T l x = T l v e T l (T(X)) = T l+1 (X).
Thus
we have shown that T l {X) Ç T I+1 (X) (Ç T l (X)). Therfore q(T) < I. (3) [2], Satz 72.3. (4) [2], Satz 101.2. • For T € C{X) define the generalized kernel N°°(T)
to be the subspace oo
N°°(T) = (J N(T n ). n= 1 The generalized range T°°(X)
is defined as oo
T°°(X) = P| T n (X).

n=l PROPOSITION 1.2. For T e $g{X) we have:
(
1) dim (N(T) D T(X)) < oo. (2) For each n G IN, T n G *g(X) and T n {X) is closed. (3) T°°(X)
is closed.
(4) T(T°°(X)) = T°°{X).
(5) There are 6 > 0 and c > 0 such that
a(T -XI) = c = dim (N(T)
n T°°(X)) < oo for 0 < |A| < 6.
(1), (2) , (3) and (4) follow from [4] , Theorem 4.8. (5) follows from (1), (2) and [3] , Theorem 1.
• REMARK. Recall from [4] , Proposition 1.
For a subset M of X* (the dual space of X) we write X M for the set {iel: x'(z) = 0 for each x" 6 M}.
and n e IN.
(1) T* e
(1) [4] , (4.9).
(2) x 6 x (JV(T m )D(T') n (X'))
Then there exists an integer m > 0 with
Hence we have N°°(T) + T{X) = N(T m ) + T(X)
and
and dim N(T) fl T(X) < oo (Proposition 1.2 (1)), there is an integer m > 0 such that (1) holds.
(2) Let m > 0 such that (1) holds. We proceed by induction. If k = 0 we are done. Now suppose that 
Proof. "=»": By 
This shows that S\ is a pseudo-inverse of Ti with T\Si -S\Ti G ^(Ai). Because of [5] , Theorem 3.1, we get T\ G $ s (Ai). Take Si G C(Xi) and S 2 G C(X 2 ) with T.S.T, = T, for t = 1,2 and T,S, -S.T, G ^"(A.) for » = 1,2 (Theorem 3.1 in [5] ). Put S = Si © S 2 . Then it is easy to see that TST = T and
It follows that TS -ST G ^(AT). Hence T G * g (X)
by [5] , Theorem 3.1.
•
In [5] we have defined the generalized Fredholm spectrum of T G £(A) by A* S (R) = {AGC: T -XI ? * g (X)}.
We denote the complement C \ cr$ g (T) by p$ g (T).
Recall from [4] , Proposition 1.
X\, X 2 , T\ and T 2 as in Proposition 1.5. Then P*g(T) = P*9(T1)r\p*g(T2)
and <r* 9 (T) = a< tg {T 1 )Ucr< tg (T 2 ).
Ascent and descent of operators in
DEFINITIONS. Let T e $ g (X)
. We define 7(T) to be the smallest integer m > 0 such that (1) of Proposition 1.4 holds. 6(T) is defined to be the smallest integer m > 0 such that (2) of Proposition 1.4 holds.
Then we have for T € $ 3 (X):
and ( 
2.2) N°°(T) + T(X) = N(T S(T >) + T(X).
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let T E $ 5 (X), 7 = 7(T) and 6 = 6(T).
(1) p(T) < 00 if and only Z/IV(T)NT N '(X) = {0}. In this casep{T) = 7 (T).
(2) q{T) < 00 if and only if N{T S ) + T{X) = X. In this case q(T) = S(T).
(1) If p = p{T) < 00, then, by Proposition 1.1, N(T)nT
(2) If q = q{T) < 00, then, by Proposition 1.1, TV(T') + T{X) = X,
. IfT e $ g {X) then p(T) = q{T') and q(T) = p(T').
Proof. Let p = p(T) < 00, hence N(T) n T?{X) = {0}. We get from Proposition 1.3 (3) that
{0} = l (N((TY) + T-(X')),
• Now we are in a position to state the main results of this section. The following theorem is the "punctured neighbourhood theorem" for generalized Fredholm operators.
Recall that T -XI e $(X) for A / 0, |A| small, if T e * g (X). As in the proof of (3) we get /3(T -XI) = cp for 0 < |A| < 8.
It remains to show that c p < (3{T). If T G $(X) then it follows from [2], Satz 82.4, that c/j < P(T). If T £ then we have (3(T) = oo, by [5], Theorem 3.22. • THEOREM 2.4. Let T G and C a connected component of p$ g {T).
(1) Either p(T -XI) < oo for each X G C or p(T -XI) = oo for each X EC. (2) Either q{T -XT) < oo for each X G C or q{T -XI) = oo for each XeC. (1) p(T) <00 ^ T has the SVEP in 0. (2) Since T* € * g (X m ) and q(T) = p(T") we get from (1) and Proposition
Proof. (1) Let
Take ¡i G € with ¡j, Ao and |/x -Ao| < <5. Assume that p(T -fil) < oo. By Theorem 2.3 (1), we get some e > 0 such that for each T] with 0 < \r] -¡j,\ < e we have 0 < 177 -Ao| < 6 and a(T -r]I) = 0. But this contradicts (2.4). Thus p(T -fil)
2.2:
T* has the SVEP in 0 <=> p(T') < oo <=• q{T) < oo. Since (A I -T) _1 has a pole of order pj at A j and h has a zero of order p } at A j, h(X)(XI -T) -1 has a removable singularity at A j. This gives \ h(X)(XI -T)~l dX = 0 for j = 1,..., n, r j thus h{T) = 0.
REMARK. An operator T £ £>{X) is said to be meromorphic if its nonzero spectral points are poles of the resolvent (T -A/) -1 . Compact or, more generally, Riesz operators are meromorphic. Now let T £ £(X) such that a$ g (T) C {0} (each Riesz operator has this property, see [5] , Example 3.28 (d)). Then C\ {0} C p<s, g (T), thus p$ g (T) is connected. From Theorem 2.4 we derive that each A £ cr(T) \ {0} is a pole of the resolvent (T -A J) -1 .
Hence we have a$ g (T)
C {0} =>• T is meromorphic.
Now we turn to spectral mapping properties of a$ g (T).
The following example shows that a spectral mapping theorem for cr$ g (T) does not hold in general.
EXAMPLE. Let T £ IC(X) but T £ T{X)
. By [5] , (3. For our main result in this section we need the following proposition. PROPOSITION 
Let T £ £(X) and g £ 7i(T). Suppose that g has at most a finite number of zeros in a(T) and that each such zero belongs to P9 g (T). Then g(T) £ $ S (X).
Proof. If g has no zero in a(T) then g{T) £ hence g(T) £ $ ff (X). If g has zeros in a(T) then we have
with Ai,..., Ajt £ a(T) n p»,(r), ni,..
.,nk £ IN, h £ H(T) and h(T) £
. From [4] , CoroUary 4.6, we get
is a product of pairwise commuting operators in $ S (X), we see from Theorem 4.5 in [4] 
that g(T) £
For our final result we use the convention that /(0) = 0. We get (3.4)
9(T) = 0®g(T 2 ).
Since o$ g (T) = <t$ 9 (Ti) U o$ g (T 2 ) (Corollary 1.6), we see from (3.1) that (3.5) g has no zeros in <7<t g (T 2 ).
The combination of (3.3), (3.5) and Proposition 3.2 gives ( 
1) <74,(/(T)) = f(<r$ g (T)) for all f € H(T).
